
Where style meets comfort 
Phantom Screens completes a Crafstman-style home that is both sophisticated & kid-friendly

PRODUCTS IN ACTION

LOCATION:                             

STYLE:

PRODUCT:

NEED: 

SOLUTION:

British Columbia, Canada

Craftsman 

Phantom’s retractable door screen

The homeowners needed a screening solution 
for their front entry door which was both 
aesthetically pleasing as well as safe for their 
grandchildren to use. 

The sophisticated design of Phantom’s latch and 
release handle means it’s easy for children to 
operate. The screen also comes in a variety of colors 
so the housing matches the door trim perfectly - 
never distracting from the look of the home. 

“I love that my new Phantom door 
screen helps create a cross breeze 
through my home, plus it’s so easy 

for my grandchildren to use!” 

- Homeowner



OVERVIEW

When it comes to their house, these homeowners value style, comfort 
and family-friendly design elements. So, the decision to add a Phantom 
retractable door screen, which is both sophisticated and functional, was 
easy. What’s best is it creates a cross breeze down the home’s long 
hallway - cooling and ventilating the upstairs of the home. 

The homeowners loved that Phantom’s retractable door screens come in a 
variety of colors and are professionally installed - so they knew their screen 
would be the perfect fit for their home’s front entry. Making their purchase 
even simpler, was the added confidence which came with Phantom’s 
industry leading lifetime warranty which is included with every purchase. 

APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS 

Insect-free natural ventilation
The retractable screens feature Phifer™ insect mesh with 45% 
openness which allows homeowners to open the doors and enjoy the 
breeze without having to worry about letting in the bugs.

Easy operation with secure closure
The integrated latch and release handle is durable and easy to 
use. It closes the screen securely to prevent accidental openings 
in breezy conditions.

Complements any doorway
Phantom retractable screens blend with all types of single or double 
doors without distracting from the door’s unique design.

Contact your local Authorized Phantom 
Screens Distributor to order your 
Phantom retractable screen today! 

1-888-PHANTOM |  phantomscreens.com

PRODUCT FAST FACTS

SINGLE UNIT

WIDTH

Max 48”

HEIGHT

78” to 100”

DOUBLE UNIT Max 96” 78” to 100”

Max 36” 100 ⅛” to 120”

Max 72” 100 ⅛” to 120”

• Custom made, professionally installed
• Integrated latching handle
• Available in 10 signature colors
• Custom color options (including wood 

grain finishes)
• Mesh options for insect protection      

and sun control
• Fits all door types


